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for Technical Cooperation (GTZ).

Readers are encouraged to reproduce the contents of this bulletin
with acknowledgment.
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Many rice farmers still use old and inefficient production tools and meth-
ods, especially in harvesting. Thus, during peak harevst season and extreme
weather conditions, farmers lose much of their harvests. In the 1980s, a me-
chanical reaper was develoepd and introduced to hasten the harvesting of
the rice crop. Its high cost, however, has limited its use in the farms, and
many farmers still harvest by hadn using the sickle. Other drawbacks of the
machine is the extra handling operation in gathering the cut straws for thresh-
ing, which lead to higher in-field grain loss and aditional labor.

In answer to these problems, the SG800 Rice Stripper-Harvester was
developed by the International Rice Research Institute (IRRI) with the Silsoe
Research Institute of the United Kingdom, and its refinement and adaptation
among farmers by the German Technical Cooperation (GTZ), and the Philip-
pine Rice Research Institute (PhilRice).

The SG800 Rice Stripper-Harvester can trip and thresh almost one ha of
palay per day, involving only seven to 10 operators and farmhands. Reduced
handling operations lead to lower in-field losses, reduced labor, and more
efficient operation. PhilRice has made several refinements to make the strip-
per work under local conditions. PhilRice is also training manufacturers to
produce the machine locally and spread its use on a commercial scale.

SANTIAGO R. OBIEN
      Executive Director
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Stripping grains from the panicle without cutting the straw was already
practiced by the Romans in ancient times using simple, comb-like strip-
pers. Mechanizing this method requires making the machine work efficiently
and reliably over a wide range of crop and field conditions, with acceptable
levels of grain loss. This new machine seems to have solved most of these
constraints.

Today, these agencies are jointly promoting its use as alternative to the
mechanical reaper, small combines, and traditional harvesting methods.
This machine is being promoted in areas where there is limited labor espe-
cially during the peak harvest season.

�����������������

• delay in harvesting due to inefficient tools and methods

• limited availability of farm labor during peak harvest season

• increasing cost of farm wages

• high in-field losses from harvest, handling and threshing
operations

��	���������������

• Irrigated and rainfed lowland rice farmers and farmers’
cooperatives

���	�	������
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• P95,000 for complete system (stripper, trailer, 5-HP mini
thresher)

• P60,000 for stripper with 11 HP gas engine

• P40,000 for stripper without engine

* Based on 1995 rates
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• Efficient - 7 to 10 operators can harvest almost one hectare (0.7
to 1 ha depending on the skill of the operators), thresh and clean
the rice grains in one day using the system. For manual harvest-
ing, you need 25 persons per ha per day, and another 5-6 persons
to operate the thresher.

• Mobile - the SG800 Rice Stripper-Harvester system can transport
itself and can be lifted by 5-6 persons when transporting in difficult
areas.

• Simple Construction - it has only one moving part for stripping
the grains, rotating comb-like structure made from local materials.

• Reduced grain loss - average in-field harvesting and collection
losses is 1.88%.

• Adaptable - it can harvest partially lodged crop in soft soil condi-
tion, provided the hardpan is not more than 10 cm deep.

�������	������������������	���
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Table 1. The economics of using the SG800 Rice Stripper-Harvester
in the Philippines. PhilRice, 1995a.

Manual Stripper
Harvesting Harvesting

Cost -- P60,000

Labour 25b 6c

(man-days per ha)

Field Capacity 1 0.7
(ha/day)

Harvesting Cost 3,200d 1,977
(P/ha)

Breakeven Point -- 15
(ha/yr)

Payback period -- 7
months

Benefit-cost-ratio -- 1.80

a Assuming 50 days of use per yr for machine life span of 5 yr
b Includes gathering and bunding/hauling
c Includes hauling
d 10% of paddy yield as custom rate
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SG800 Harvester
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The SG800 Rice Stripper-Harvester system consists of a harvester
(SG800), thresher (TC800) and a trailer (TL800). The stripper is mobile
and can pull a trailer on which the thresher is loaded. The stripper-har-
vester comes with two collection boxes, one situated at the back of the
stripper and pulled off when full. As the stripped grains collect in one box, it
is alternately unloaded into the thresher by a team of five operators.

�����	������������

Inside the hood enclosing is a comb-like structure which rotates clock-
wise as the machine moves forward. Inside, the high speed combing ac-
tion of the teeth-like rubber structures separates the grains from the panicle,
and throws the grains back into the collection box. The grains are then
threshed and cleaned in TC800 thresher.

�����	��������������

Harvesting width, max. : 0.8 m

Capacity, average : 0.7 ha/day

Power : 10-12 hp gasoline engine

Labor : 7-10 man/days

Fuel consumption : 2 li/hr

Grain loss : 1.88%
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1. Plan the direction of harvest so as to minimize the number of turns
in the field. In very small or narrow fields, it may be more efficient to
harvest in one direction.

2. Plan ahead the collection points in the field to avoid delays in chang-
ing containers. Minimize hauling distance between container
changover and collection points.

3. Avoid turning the machine while harvesting; this leads to lodging
and trampling of plants alongside the machine.

4. When harvesting on soft or flooded fields, do not follow the same
path repeatedly to prevent the machine from bogging down.

5. During stripping, observe the harvested plants and straw intake.
The presence of unstripped panicles let in the field indicates that
the rotor is set too high or the crop divider is causing lodging of
some plants. To much straw intake means the rotor is set too low.
Adjust the rotor height until you get the desired result, or reverse
the direction of harvesting after each pass.

6. To harvest lodged crops, set the bottom of the rotor about 200 mm
above the ground and operate against the direction of lodging.
Before harvesting the lodged crop, lower the rotor to the ground by
lifting the handle. When the rotor has begun to lift the crop, allow
the rotor to return to the set position. The stripper can harvest lodged
plants as long as the panicles are not flat on the ground.

7. Harvest by hand badly lodged crops or any unharvested panicles
close to the bunds.

6
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1. How many operators are needed to operate it?

Normally two operators alternately operate the machine while an-
other pair load and unload the gathering box into the machine.

2. How much is its field capacity?

The average field capacity is 0.7 ha per day. This is dependent on
the skill of the operators, field condition and size, and machine forward
speed. New operators may operate the machine below 0.7 ha/day while
skilled ones already handle 1 ha/day.

3. Can it handle lodged crop?

Yes, provided that the plants are partially lodged and lodged in
spots. The machine cannot handle completely lodged plants.

4. How much are the losses from stripper harvesting?

Shattering loss under normal field conditions is around 2%. This is
comparable to loss incurred with manual harvesting. However, grain
loss is greatly dependent on:

• the skill of operators especially during headland turning
• the type of plant; stripping with shattering varieties results

in more losses
• machine adjustments for optimum machine operation and

efficiency

5. Can you use this while it is raining?

No, but it can be used for about 30 minutes after the rain when the
moisture surface has evaporated from the panicles. However, thresh-
ing and cleaning very wet crop is less efficient.
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6. Can it be used in soft and deep fields?

Yes, provided that the hardpan is not more than 10-cm deep, water
is present to keep the wheel from mud accumulation and clogging, and
the machine can still move efficiently.

7. Can one avoid using the thresher after stripping?

Yes, provided that the rice plant is of shattering variety (in which
the SG800 can already thresh around 99% while harvesting). Cleaning
the stripped materials can be done using a blower and a manually op-
erated wire mesh screen.

8. How long can the investment be paid back?

The investment on the stripper harvester can be paid back by its
custom fees within seven (7) months of continuous use.

9. How much area should it harvest in order to break even?

To break even the costs of operating the stripper to that of the
benefits coming from the custom fees, the stripper should operate a
minimum of around 15 ha per year for five year.

10. What are the technological disadvantages?

• It cannot harvest crops of more than 1 meter in height
• It cannot harvest a farm with completely lodged crops
• It causes high grain losses for shattering rice varieties

8
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On November 5, 1985, then president Ferdinand E. Marcos signed Executive Order No.
1061 creating the Philippine Rice Research Institute or PhilRice. His successor, former presi-
dent Corazon C. Aquino reaffirmed this order on November 7, 1986 through Executive Order
No. 60, which broadened and strengthened the mandate of PhilRice. Full operations began
in 1987 in the University of the Philippines at Los Baños, Laguna.

To strengthen its institutional capability, PhilRice in 1988 sought assistance from the Japa-
nese government for a grant to build its central experiment station in Maligaya, Muñoz, Nueva
Ecija. Through the Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA), a fully-equipped research
complex was built and turned over to the Philippines in March 1991. These facilities were
inaugurated in May 1991.

Today, PhilRice coordinates and unifies the research and developmetn activities of more
than 60 agencies working on rice nationwide. This includes experiment stations of the De-
partment of Agriculture and state colleges adn universities, strategically located in the coun-
try. PhilRice’s research programs cover rice varietal improvement, planting and fertilizer
management, integrated pest management, rice-based farming systems, rice engineering
and mechanization, rice chemistry and food science, social science and policy research, and
technology transfer. PhilRice is attached to the Department of Agriculture (DA).

Department of Agriculture
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